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ABSTRACT: Wireless Sensor networks (WSN) is a system collection of huge number of low cost sensor nodes spread 
over the geographic area in order to sense the data. This network is used to collect data and transmit the messages to 
base station (sink). In earlier days, WSN has been received a tremendous concentration from academic, defense and 
industrial services etc. Yet, they have many different constraints, such as computational capabilities, storage capacity, 
energy supply etc. In order to overcome these problems and to improve the performance of network need not only to 
minimize total energy consumption but also to balance energy consumption and load in order to enhance network 
lifetime In recent years researchers have proposed many protocols such as LEACH, HEED, PEGASIS,TBC and 
PEDAP,GSTEB. In this research paper we propose, hierarchical nearest neighbor routing which organize network in to 
the form of clusters by using k-means clustering algorithm and then builds a routing tree by using a process where, for 
each round, BS selects a root node and broadcasts root coordinates to all sensor nodes in network. After that each node 
selects its parent. Thus k-GSTEB IS a dynamic protocol. The simulation results shows that the proposed approach 
performs better that other existing approaches. 
 
KEYWORDS: Wireless Sensor Network, Routing, Network Lifetime, Clustering, balanced k-means algorithm, Tree 
Based Routing, Hierarchical Nearest Neighbor 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Today’s internet has been developed for more than forty years. Recently many networks researchers are studying 

networks based on new communication methodologies, especially wireless communications. Wireless networks allow 
their hosts to transfer data wirelessly over long distances via radio communications without the constraints of wired 
networks. People can deploy wireless networks easily and quickly. Wireless networks plays a very important role in 
military, industrial and civilian systems such as fire alarm systems in buildings, offices etc.As the importance of 
computer and technology increases in our daily life, it also sets new demands for connectivity across the world. Wired 
solutions have been around for a long but there is increasing demand on wireless solutions. Wireless sensor networks 
have become a growing area of research and development due to the tremendous number of applications that can 
greatly benefit from such systems and has led to the development of tiny, low cost, disposable and self-attached battery 
powered mini computers, known as sensor nodes which can accept input from an attached sensor node, then process 
this input data and transmit the results wirelessly to the transit network or base station.Advances in sensor technology 
and wireless communication have made ad hoc wireless sensor networks (AWSNs) a reality. Unlike traditional wired 
networks, the connection between sensor nodes in AWSNs is dynamically changing. A short-lived network is set up 
only for the communication needs of the moment. Take the example of battlefield which provides daunting challenges 
to sensor fusion networks. Low weight, inexpensive, highly specialized sensors are usually deployed with irregular 
patterns in a hostile environment. Each individual sensor node may come and go, and they may also suffer intermittent 
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connectivity due to high error rate of wireless link, and it can be further dominated by environmental hazards. 
Therefore, an effective sensor fusion network must be able to provide robust communication infrastructure and 
survivability to cope with node failures, connectivity failures, and individual service failures.Wireless sensor networks 
have been become very popular in different application of daily life considering the following factors: ease of 
installation, reliability, cost, bandwidth, total required power, security and performance of network. All other networks 
were made however based on fixed infrastructure. But wireless sensor networks play a tremendous role in our day to 
day life.A sensor network is a network of many tiny disposable low powered devices, called sensor nodes, which are 
geographically distributed in order to perform an application-oriented global task. These nodes create a self-organized 
network by communicating with each other either directly or through other nodes by following multi-hop path. There 
will exists one or more nodes among sensor nodes those will serve as sink(s) that are capable of communicating with 
the user either directly or through the existing wired networks. The main component of the network is the sensor, which 
is necessary for monitoring real world physical conditions such as weather conditions such as sound, temperature, 
humidity, relative intensity, vibration, pressure, motion, pollutants etc. at different locations. 
Also the number and position of these advanced nodes must be constrained to limit the tour length of MEs, which in 
turn shorten the data gathering latencyHomogeneous Sensor Network [5], some sensor nodes with shorter distance to 
the BS or mobile sink trajectory are recruited as polling points for the MEs to visit. This category of algorithms always 
limits the relay hops to a small value to reduce the energy consumption of multi-hop transmissions.In general, WSN 
may produce quite a substantial amount of data, so if data fusion could be used, the throughput could be reduced [9]. 
Because sensor nodes are deployed densely, WSN might generate redundant data from multiple nodes, and the 
redundant data can be combined to reduce transmission. Most of the protocols implement data fusion, but 
approximately all of them consider that the length of the message transmitted by each relay node be supposed to be 
constant. PEGASIS [9] and TBC [2] are representative protocols based on this consideration and perform far better 
than LEACH [7] and HEED [8] .Hence, several energy efficient and energy balancing techniques has been proposed till 
now. But still some issues regarding energy consumption still need to be addressed those effect the network 
performance. Such constraints on sensor networks are very essential to be addressed in order to improve network 
lifetime and network performance. In this research work a new k-means clustering based GSTEB routing protocol is 
proposed in order to overcome aforementioned issues in previous studies. 
 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

In [1] a best routing protocol is planned based on Tree on DAG (ToD), a semi structured strategy that uses 
dynamics forwarding on a totally created structure encompass multiple shortest path trees to take care of network 
measurability. The key commonplace at the rear of ToD is adjacent nodes in a very graph can have low down stretch in 
one of these trees in ToD, so succeeding in early aggregation of packets. A configurable top down cluster and cluster-
tree formation rule, a cluster-tree self-optimization phase, a stratified cluster addressing theme, and a routing theme is 
planned in [2]. 
 
Routing protocol separate the network into several clusters exploitation Dijkstra rule builds a routing tree for every 
cluster. In routing tree, most number of youngsters for cluster nodes is decided. The protocols pay attention of 
congestion by routing tree, node’s neighbors average queue length and residual energy of nodes as parameters. A new 
tree primarily based routing protocol (TBRP) is introduced for improve network lifespan of the sensor nodes. TBRP 
accomplish with a more robust performance in lifespan by equalization the energy load with relation to all the nodes 
[3]. 
 
In [4] the author planned a hybrid protocol called HECTOR protocol supported 2 sets of virtual coordinates. One set is 
corresponding to frozen tree coordinates, and also the different one is predicated on hop distances on the thanks to 
some landmarks. In HECTOR, the node presently holding the packet forwards it to its neighbor that optimizes 
magnitude relation of power value in way over distance progress with landmark coordinates, alongside nodes that 
reduce landmark coordinates and don\'t increase distance in tree coordinates. The experimental results theoretically 
shows that the packet delivery performance and propose an extension supported the use of multiple trees. The author 
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given a unique routing protocol that considers sensors power limitation and increase the network’s lifespan by 
eliminating extra messages between nodes [5]. 
 
Options of clusters, that higher density of packets is at the high levels of the tree and alike for topologies that have 
equal density of packets across the network or higher density of packets at low levels of the tree. Cluster tree and 
routing area unit utilized to show the potency of the schemes over existing techniques. The author given a programming 
rule based on congestion rate of detector nodes. In congestion-based programming rule, coloring the given network is 
skillful correspond to scheduling is comparable to node-based programming [6]. 
 
From the sensing area and transmit the information to BS located far away from the sensing area. A simple approach to 
fulfilling this task is that each sensor node transmits data directly to BS. However, when BS is located far away from 
the sensing field, the sensor nodes will exhaust their energy quickly due to much energy consumption. On the other 
hand, since the distances between each node and BS are different, direct transmission leads to unbalanced energy 
consumption also. To solve these kinds of problems, many protocols have been proposed. Of the protocols proposed, 
hierarchical protocols such as LEACH [7], HEED [8], PEGASIS [9], TBC [10] gains satisfactory solutions. 
 
General self-organized [1] tree based energy-balance routing protocol is a tree based routing protocol. General self-
organized tree based energy-balance routing protocol is classified under hierarchical routing protocols. The operation of 
GSTEB [1] is basically divided into four phases namely: initial phase, tree construction phase, self-organized data 
collection and transition phase and information exchanging phase. 
 
K-means is a partitioning [2] methodology that partition the network based on different criteria’s. K-means based 
clustering approach makes use of basic k-means approach to create clusters into the network. In this paper the author 
proposed a balanced K-mean [8] based clustering algorithm to create energy efficient clusters for routing in wireless 
sensor networks. The LEACH protocol is enhanced by using K-means to create energy-efficient clusters for a given 
number of transmissions. The K-means outcome identifies the suitable cluster heads for the network. It works into two 
phases: setup phase and steady state phase. During set up phase, the sensor nodes are divided equally into clusters 
which are selected by K-Means. Depending on the size of the network and number of sensor nodes, the sensor nodes 
can be equally divided into n numbers of clusters while selected cluster by each node if in a cluster number of nodes 
exceed than the maximum permissible node than they choose another cluster. During Steady State Phase each sensor 
node senses and transmits data to its cluster head based on the TDMA schedule. The cluster heads receive all the data 
aggregate it and sends it to the base station. After transmission that network starts next round and again execute the 
setup and steady state phase.  
 
In this LEACH Based on k-means [3] a new low energy consumption clustering algorithm based on LEACH is 
presented. In this protocol firstly, a method for obtaining the number of clusters k is given, then using the k-means 
algorism to divide all the sensor nodes in WSN to the k clusters, in the whole network life cycle the cluster will not 
change, and when the energy of cluster head is lower than some threshold, it will be changed. The data  transmission 
between cluster heads to sink node use mixed model,  namely, the cluster near the sink node using the single hop and 
the one far from it using the multiple hops. 
 

III. OBJECTIVES 
 
1. To Simulate wireless sensor network system based on a new approach method by using Java.  
2. Reduce the energy consumption.  
3. To design and develop a communication protocol which increases the network    lifetime.  
4. To efficiently disseminate query and query results into the network.  
5. To control and manage nodes according to the environment.  
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IV. EXISTING SYSTEM APPROACH 
 

Tree-Based Clustering (TBC) is also an improved protocol of LEACH. It forms several clusters in the same way as 
LEACH, and each cluster has a cluster-head (CH). The nodes within a cluster construct a routing tree where the cluster-
head is the root of it. For tree configuration, the cluster-head uses the distance information between the member nodes 
and itself. Each node is location-aware, it can estimate the distance between the root and itself. Every cluster is divided 
into some levels. The distance of a node to the root is the basis for determining its level in the cluster. TBC is an 
excellent protocol in which each node records the information of its neighbors and builds topography through 
computing, which is similar to GSTEB. 
 
DISADVANTAGES 
I. No Improved Security Features 
II. Increase Routing Overhead 
 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM APPROACH 
 

In this proposed system we develop hierarchical nearest neighboralgorithm for Lifetime optimization and 
security are two conflicting design issues for multi-hop wireless sensor networks (WSNs) with non-replenish able 
energy resources. In this paper we propose a General Self-Organized Tree-Based Energy-Balance routing protocol 
(GSTEB) which builds a routing tree using a process where, for each round, BS assigns a root node and broadcasts this 
selection to all sensor nodes. Subsequently, each node selects its parent by considering only itself and its neighbors’ 
information, thus making GSTEB a dynamic protocol. Simulation results show that GSTEB has a better performance 
than other protocols in balancing energy consumption, thus prolonging the lifetime of WSN. We also demonstrate that 
the proposed Energy Efficient cost aware secure Routing protocol can achieve a high message delivery ratio while 
preventing routing trace back attacks. 
 
ADVANTAGE 
I. Improved More Efficient Packet Delivery Ratio 
II. Detecting And Preventing Attacks 
III. Reduce Routing Overhead 
 

VI. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 
In Initial Phase, BS assigns a root node and broadcasts its ID and its coordinates to all sensor nodes. Then in Tree 

Constructing Phase, the network computes the path either by transmitting the path information from BS to sensor nodes 
or by having the same tree structure being dynamically and individually built by each node. Sensor nodes are randomly 
distributed in the square field and there is only one BS deployed far away from the area. Sensor nodes are stationary 
and energy constrained. Once deployed, they will keep operating until their energy is exhausted. The proposed 
algorithm k-GSTEB consists of the phases which are similar to existing GSTEB but the operations of each and every 
block are different.The network parameters are initialized and the nodes are formed into group of Clusters using k-
means based clustering approach. The sensor nodes are divided equally into clusters which are selected by k-means. 
Depending on the size of the network and number of sensor nodes, the sensor nodes can be equally divided into n 
numbers of clusters while selected cluster by each node if in a cluster number of nodes exceed than the maximum 
permissible node than they choose another cluster. 
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Fig No 01 Proposed System Architecture 
 

VII. PROJECT FLOW 
 
In GSTEB protocol and also obtaining efficient results, proposing a k-GSTEB routing algorithm based on k-means 
based clustering algorithm. The main phases or blocks of the proposed algorithm are: 
 
1. Initial Phase 
2. Tree Constructing Phase, 
3. Self-Organized Data Collecting and Transmit ion 
4. Phase 
5. Information Exchanging Phase 
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Fig No 02 Flow of the System 

 
a. Algorithm Used 
 
Hierarchical Nearest neighbor routing on k- means cluster based algorithm 
 
A cluster sets up the Resemblance matrix by using the collected information. */  
/* Initialization */  
1. Find the minimum in the Resemblance matrix, Min V,  

Let MinC be the cluster ID corresponding to MinV;  
2. If (isCoveredbyMinC==False)  
3. Send an Invite message to cluster MinC;  
4. End if 
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/* Clustering*/  
5. While (MinV<= threshold)  
6. /* keep listening. */  
7. If (isMessageReceived==false)  
8. Continue;  
9. End if 
10. If (cluster ID == MinC)  
11. Merge ();  
12. Else 
13. Update the Resemblance matrix;  
14. End if 
15. End while 
 
PROCEDCURE Merge ():  
 
16. Merge two clusters;  
17. Combineneighbor information of two clusters; 
18. broadcast an Inform message to neighbors’ of the new cluster.  
19. Update the Resemblance matrix;  
20. Find the new minimum in the Resemblance matrix, newMinV;  
21. MinV = newMinV;  
22. Send an Invite message to the cluster corresponding to MinV; 

 
Algorithm for Base Paper:- 
Select of cluster heads 
Create Network Node =node id; 
Assign routing = AODV; 
Set Channel = 802.11; 
Set Initial Energy =  initial energy; 
Set 
Residual Energy=$residual energy; 
Set radio range=default; 
If ((node in radio range) && (next hop! =Null) 
{ 
   Data collection from sensor (node all); 
Create node Configure (rreq, rrep, tsend, trecv, tdrop,initial energy, residual energy);  
{ 

PacketType; 
TTL; 
Tse 
nd, trecv, tdrop, rrep, rreq; 

} 
} 
For (i=0; i<nn; i++) 
Energy Calculation energy[i] = initial energy[i] - final energy[i]  //computer consume energy 
Total energy[i] = consume energy[i] 
 
if(max energy[i] <consume energy[i]) 
{ 

Max energy = consume energy[i] node_id=i; 
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} 
If (dist<300 &&max energy [node_id] >energy neighbor [node_id])  
{ 
 

Max energy node is cluster head 
} 
 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
 

From the consideration of all the above points we conclude that hierarchical nearest neighbor routing which 
organize network in to the form of clusters by using k-means clustering algorithm A wireless sensor network is a group 
of small sensor nodes which communicate through radio interface. These sensor nodes are composed of sensing, 
computation, communication and power as four basic working units. There are various types of restrictions on Wireless 
sensor networks, but limited energy, communication capability, storage and bandwidth are the main resource 
constraints. When we try to reduce energy consumption it leads to energy imbalance and leads to partition network 
which will degrade network performance and thus reduce network performance. So our concern should not focus only 
on reducing energy consumption but should focus to balance energy consumption throughout the network. This will 
leads to improve network performance and life time. In order to reduce energy consumption and balance load among 
various sensor nodes in the network we are applying k-means clustering algorithm and AHP scheduling algorithm to 
propose a new k-means based GSTEB whichis showing better results than existing routing protocols such as GSTEB 
etc.In future work to be carried out under the current research work included is for the enhancement of the proposed 
scheme by introducing new mechanisms to improve the performance parameters such as packet drop ratio, energy 
consumption, end to end delay, load balance etc. We can also consider some other security parameters for further more 
enhancements. We can also extend this research work by applying genetic algorithm to organize nodes into clusters to 
improve the efficiency of the GSTEB. 
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